
 UN40C6400 40" 1080p LED HDTV- NEW - Televisions

Samsung Apps

Web-connected Samsung Apps were made for your TV. Stream videos from YouTube, movies from Blockbuster, music from
Pandora and see Twitter updates. You’ll enjoy access to all this and more, right on your Samsung Television. Samsung Apps
are a growing collection that connects you to your favorite digital content like video, sports, useful information, games, lifestyle
and much more. Enhance your world of entertainment with up to the minute access at the touch of a button.

AllShare™

Staying connected has never been easier, thanks to
Samsung’s AllShare™ which syncs up many of your digital
devices. Now you can enjoy music, movies and photos from
your PC, camera and mobile devices, right on your Samsung
TV screen. Wirelessly and effortlessly. You can even connect
with multiple PCs. Getting on TV has never been this easy.

Auto Motion Plus 120Hz

Advanced panels and unique backlight technology combine
with proprietary algorithms to reduce the response time and
yield a more accurate image reproduction with faster onscreen
action. With 120Hz technology, blur is virtually eliminated and
clarity enhanced, for smooth, lifelike motion.

Mega Contrast Ratio (4,000,000:1)

Samsung creates an utterly stunning picture with Mega
Dynamic Contrast Ratio. Pure, deep blacks are combined with
bright whites and every color in between to create a stellar
picture. Colors pop and images are sharp with crisp details.
Experience true cinematic clarity right in your living room.

Ultra Slim Design (1.2" deep)

An ultra-thin, super-slim LED TV that’s still packed with all the
innovative features you want has arrived. Samsung redefines
slim with TVs so thin and beautiful they add instant elegance
to every room. In fact, Samsung LED TVs also have no
external transceiver box, which helps keep your entertainment

Discover a picture that’s visually stunning with the UN40C6400 LED TV. The 6400 features
Samsung Auto Motion Plus 120Hz which virtually eliminates all motion blur so your 1080p high
definition picture is remarkably sharp. Add a 4,000,000:1 Mega Dynamic Contrast Ratio and
you’re ready to step into seriously mind-blowing home entertainment.

40" 1080p LED HDTV

Samsung Apps
AllShare™
Auto Motion Plus 120Hz
Mega Contrast Ratio (4,000,000:1)



From the quarterback scoring a touchdown in the shaded end
zone to the fans cheering in the sunny stands, you’ll see every
second of the action in beautiful detail.

space organized and clutter-free. Experience a new level in
ultra-slim design with Samsung televisions.

Ultra Clear Panel

Get amazing picture quality even with reflective light. Ultra
Clear Panel absorbs ambient light and virtually eliminates
reflections so there are no distractions. Colors are more
vibrant than ever before, blacks are deeper and contrast is
enhanced. A Samsung television with Ultra Clear Panel clearly
has picture quality you can be proud of.

Full HD 1080p

Kick your home entertainment into high gear with 1080p high
definition. The 1920x1080 resolution lets you experience the
brightest, boldest colors and a realistic picture in full HD. 1,080
horizontal lines are used to create a remarkable picture
brimming with sharp details. In fact, you’ll see a picture that’s
nothing less than the highest resolution where every detail is
delivered with amazing clarity and motion is smooth and
crystal-clear.

Light controlling, energy saving

Our unique light sensor measures the intensity of the room’s
light and automatically calibrates the brightness of the image
on the screen. In a sun-filled environment, the picture grows
even brighter, and in dim surroundings, intensity is reduced.
So now you’re saving energy on a bright screen when it isn’t
needed. You’re enjoying the best picture possible with a TV
that’s aware of its surroundings.

Video Screen Size 40"(1)

Resolution 1080p

Dynamic Contrast
Ratio

Mega Contrast: 4,000,000:1

Auto Motion Plus
120/240Hz

Yes (120Hz)

Wide Color Enhancer Yes

Audio Speaker Type Bottom

Woofer Yes

Sound Output (RMS) 10Wx2

Features Game Mode Yes

AllShare™ Yes

ConnectShare™ MovieYes

Dimension Product Dimensions
(WxHxD) with Stand

37.8" x 25.6” x 10.1"



Product Dimensions
(WxHxD) without
Stand

37.8" x 21.7” x 1.2"

Shipping
Dimensions(WxHxD)

47.2" x 29.3” x 4.7"

Weight Shipping Weight 41.9 lbs

Product Weight with
Stand

35.1 lbs

Product Weight
without Stand

27.1 lbs

Series Series 6

Panel Ultra Clear Panel Yes

Input & Output HDMI 4

Digital Audio (Optical) 1

Audio Out L-R (Mini
Jack)

1

PC input (D-sub) 1

PC Audio Input (Mini
Jack)

1

DVI Audio Input 1

Component (Y/Pb/Pr) 1

Composite (AV) 1

Ethernet (LAN) 1

RF In 1

USB 2.0 2

Design Type Graphite

Color Grey

Swivel (Left/Right) Yes

Energy Star CompliantYes

Optional Accessories Vesa Wall Mount Yes

Accessory Batteries Yes

Power Cable Yes

Instruction Book Yes

actual diagonal measurement(1)
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